To approach these questions, we have studied the vestigated this question using mice with general or role of HCN1 in forebrain pyramidal neurons. Unlike Purforebrain-restricted knockout of the HCN1 gene, kinje cells, these neurons are generally not spontanewhich we find encodes a major component of the hyously active in the absence of synaptic input. Pyramidal perpolarization-activated inward current (I h ) and is an neurons also have resting potentials substantially more important determinant of dendritic integration in hipnegative than those of Purkinje cells. As a result, a signifpocampal CA1 pyramidal cells. Deletion of HCN1 from icant fraction of I h in pyramidal cells is activated at rest forebrain neurons enhances hippocampal-dependent and therefore can contribute to the integration of postlearning and memory, augments the power of theta synaptic potentials. The importance of HCN1 in synaptic oscillations, and enhances long-term potentiation (LTP) integration in pyramidal neurons is underscored by its at the direct perforant path input to the distal dendrites distinctive dendritic gradient of expression, with levels of CA1 pyramidal neurons, but has little effect on LTP in apical dendrites increasing steeply as a function of at the more proximal Schaffer collateral inputs. We distance from the soma (Lorincz et al., 2002) . The resuggest that HCN1 channels constrain learning and sulting gradient of I h density is thought to reduce the memory by regulating dendritic integration of distal amplitude and duration of distal synaptic potentials and synaptic inputs to pyramidal cells. 
collateral inputs to CA1 from hippocampal CA3 neurons.
water maze experiment was comparable to control (HCN1 f/f ) mice ( Figure 1A ). Consistent with this lower channel density, pharmacological blockade of I h does not alter long-term potentia-
HCN1 Constrains Acquisition of a Spatial Memory Task tion (LTP) or long-term depression (LTD) at the Schaffer collateral synapses (Gasparini and DiFrancesco, 1997;
We next asked if deletion of HCN1 from forebrain neurons alters the performance of tasks requiring spatial Wang et al., 2003) . Given the high density of HCN1 at the distal perforant path inputs, we were interested in learning. The submerged unmarked platform was placed in a new location that could only be determined by the determining whether this channel may selectively regulate synaptic transmission and plasticity at these direct mouse using spatial cues placed around the room and which remained the same during subsequent trials. A cortical inputs (Colbert and Levy, 1993; Remondes and Schuman, 2002) . priming procedure, during which mice were placed on the platform at the new location for 15 s, was carried Using mice with general (HCN1 Ϫ/Ϫ ) and forebrainrestricted (HCN1 f/f,cre ) knockout of the HCN1 gene, we out 15 min prior to the first spatial learning trial. Mice were then trained with four trials per day over 4 days. examined the influence of HCN1 channels on CA1 pyramidal cell physiology, synaptic integration and induction
Comparison of the performance of the mice on each day indicated that HCN1 f/f,cre mice learned the spatial of LTP at inputs to CA1 pyramidal cells, as well as hippocampal network activity, and hippocampal-dependent task faster than control mice, although both groups of mice reached a similar final level of performance and forms of learning and memory. We provide evidence that HCN1 channels oppose LTP at perforant path inputs performed similarly when their memory of the platform location was tested with a probe trial indicating that to pyramidal cells with no change in LTP at Schaffer collateral inputs, suppress theta frequency network acthey both use a spatial strategy to solve the task ( Figure  1B ). Comparison of swimming speed, time spent floattivity, and constrain spatial learning and memory. Modified dendritic integration resulting in enhanced LTP at ing, or thigmotaxis did not reveal any effect of forebrain deletion of HCN1 during training on days 3-6, indicating perforant path synapses provides a possible mechanism for enhanced learning by HCN1 f/f,cre mice. that motor or motivational effects do not contribute to the differences in learning (Supplemental Figure S2A on the Cell website). Ϫ/Ϫ and HCN1 f/f,cre mice, reduring the first trial. However, the largest difference between the two groups of mice was on trial 1 of day 4, spectively, expressed HCN1 mRNA and protein with similar patterns to that described previously for wildduring which the performance of HCN1 f/f,cre mice was significantly enhanced compared with HCN1 f/f mice (p ϭ type mice (Lorincz et al., 2002; Santoro et al., , 2000 . In the forebrain, high expression of HCN1 mRNA 0.01). This is because the performance of HCN1 f/f mice returned toward the pre-training level on the first trial was found in layer V of the neocortex and in the pyramidal layer of the hippocampus, with corresponding dense of day 4 compared with the final trial of day 3, suggesting that the memory of the platform location used to comlabeling of the protein occurring in regions containing the distal apical dendrites of pyramidal cells. By conplete the final trial on day 3 was poorly retained overnight by the HCN1 f/f mice. By contrast, HCN1 f/f,cre mice maintrast, HCN1 mRNA and protein were absent from the tained a similar level of performance between these two brains of HCN1 Ϫ/Ϫ mice and greatly reduced from the trials, indicating that they retained the memory of the forebrain of HCN1 f/f,cre mice ( 
The short-term effects of information remembered

Components of a Water Maze Spatial Memory Task when Training Frequency Is Reduced
To determine if HCN1 channels also influence longerContribution of Forebrain HCN1 Channels to Behaviors Involving Learning and Memory term memory processes that operate cumulatively over several days, we examined the performance of the same We previously found that HCN1 Ϫ/Ϫ mice have a profound deficit in motor learning. Thus, on the first 2 days of a group of mice on a more demanding task in which they were trained to find a hidden platform with only one trial water maze experiment in which mice learn to navigate to a submerged platform, whose location is indicated per day ( Figure 1D ). The platform was placed in a new location and approximately 15 min before the first trial by a flag, these mice do not learn to swim directly to the platform but instead maintain a tendency to swim the priming procedure was again carried out. The path length for HCN1 f/f,cre mice to reach the platform was rein loops (Nolan et al., 2003) . By contrast, HCN1 f/f,cre mice do not appear to have any deficits in motor learning and duced compared with HCN1 f/f mice on both the first day and on days 5-8, indicating that deletion of HCN1 their performance in this visible platform phase of the f/f,cre mice to reach the platform on the first session was reduced compared with HCN1 f/f mice (p ϭ 0.04). The path length (genotype effect p ϭ 0.03) and latency (genotype effect p ϭ 0.04) for HCN1 f/f,cre mice to reach the platform was also reduced during the second week of testing. (E) Data from a different group of mice with a four trials a day, hidden platform version of the water maze task, without priming prior to the first trial on day 1. There was no significant difference between HCN1 f/f mice (n ϭ 13) and HCN1 f/f,cre mice (n ϭ 14) (ANOVA, latency p ϭ 0.21, path p ϭ 0.19). (F) Data from the same group of mice as in (E) tested with one trial a day hidden platform water maze task, without priming. Forebrain deletion of HCN1 enhanced performance of the mice during the second week of the experiment (genotype effect of ANOVA for 2nd week, path length p ϭ 0.031, latency p ϭ 0.028).
enhances performance of short-and long-term compoWhen the same mice were then trained to find the platform in a new location with one trial per day, again nents of the task. (Figures 1E and 1F ). In this case there was no significant difference between the performance These data suggest that forebrain HCN1 channels modulate both short-and long-term memory. The reof control and HCN1 f/f,cre littermates when trained in the water maze task with four trials per day ( Figure 1E Figures S2D and S2E ).
conditions at 32ЊC-34ЊC (Supplemental Figures S4A 6D and 6E) . In addition, perforant path EPSPs had slower influence on integration of distal synaptic inputs. We apse onto this part of the apical dendritic tree. We compared the effect of HCN1 deletion on LTP of Schaffer collateral and perforant path inputs to CA1 Discussion (Figure 7) . We found no difference between HCN1 f/f and HCN1 f/f,cre mice in the magnitude of LTP in the Schaffer Our behavioral and electrophysiological experiments, using mice with general and forebrain-restricted delecollateral pathway induced by a theta-burst protocol or with a number of other standard LTP protocols and tion of HCN1 channels, provide evidence that dendritic integration by forebrain pyramidal neurons can conrecording conditions (Supplemental Figure S6) . The absence of any effect of HCN1 on LTP of Schaffer collateral strain both learning and memory as well as synaptic plasticity. We suggest that HCN1 channels in the distal inputs is also consistent with previous pharmacological studies (Wang et al., 2003) . In contrast to the Schaffer dendrites of pyramidal cells could act as inhibitory con- Resting membrane potential (Em), input resistance measured from responses to negative current steps (IR Ϫve), input resistance measured from responses to positive current steps (IR ϩve), estimated membrane time constant (Tm), and the size of the membrane potential sag during a negative current step (sag ratio), measured either at steady-state (ss) or from the mean membrane potential between 400 and 500 ms after the onset of the current step (early). . Our study shows that synaptic plasticity at these direct entorhinal medial septum are low (Santoro et al., 2000) and blockade of I h in this region reduces the frequency and attenuinputs, but not at the more proximal Schaffer collateral inputs, is strongly regulated by HCN1 channels. Thus, ates, rather than increases, the power of hippocampal theta activity (Xu et al., 2004) .
Figure 5. HCN1 Preferentially Attenuates Responses of CA1 Pyramidal Cells to Low-Frequency Inputs (A and B) The frequency-response properties of CA1 pyramidal cells from HCN1 f/f (A) and HCN1 f/f,cre mice (B) characterized by analysis of membrane potential responses to oscillating current inputs. (A1 and B1) Examples of membrane potential responses (top) to oscillating current inputs (bottom). (A2 and B2) Plot of membrane impedance as a function of input frequency calculated from the data in (A1) and (B1). (C) Mean impedance magnitude (Z) and ratio of impedance magnitude in
the enhanced performance in spatial learning and mem- ory tasks in the HCN1 f/f,cre mice may reflect the removal mation capacity of pyramidal cells by normalizing the somatic waveform of synaptic inputs so that temporal of the inhibitory constraint on LTP at the perforant path inputs to CA1 neurons. It has been suggested that CA1 summation of EPSPs becomes independent of their synaptic location (Magee, 1999) . Neuromodulators that gate pyramidal neurons compare sensory information provided via the direct cortical perforant path inputs with the ability to store information during different behavioral states may shift the relative importance of proximal predictions made by the dentate/CA3 region on the basis of previously stored information (Lisman, 1999) . Inversus distal synaptic inputs by modulating HCN1 channel activity. Both possibilities are compatible with our creased LTP of perforant path inputs in the absence of HCN1 may, thus, facilitate recall when stored associafindings as the demands placed on forebrain neurons during the behavioral tasks that we have used may be tions from CA3 match information about a familiar environment provided by the perforant path input to CA1.
well below the maximum capacity to which they have evolved. Thus, the dendritic mechanisms for normalizaBecause HCN1 was deleted throughout the forebrain, we cannot definitively assign the behavioral phenotype tion or modulation of synaptic inputs may have evolved at a modest cost to the ability to modify the strength of to any one cell type. In addition to CA1 pyramidal neurons, HCN1 is also strongly expressed in pyramidal neusynaptic connections. rons in the subiculum, the postsynaptic target of the CA1 
